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THE POWER OF RLF SPECIALTY FERTILISERS
With 12 Nutrients in every Application they deliver Outstanding Results
by Echo Dong, Marketing Officer

What is in this IN
This IN tells the story of one cabbage growers experience when he used RLF Specialty Fertilisers his way! They were Seed Priming,
BSN Superstrike and Ultra Foliar Fruits & Veggies Plus.

This particular cabbage patch story ....
In China, the featured cabbage is commonly called 'foreign-style cabbage'.

It is

believed it got this name firstly, because it was popular amongst the foreign nationals
living in the country, and then secondly, because it had great impact upon the
Chinese people. Today this variety of cabbage is grown all over China.
To verify the effects of RLF products on the cabbage crop, the Sales Manager in
Guangdong Province, Li Jian and RLF China's Research & Development Director, Qiu
Mengbin visited the grower's property in Hengli Town, Nansha District, Guangzhou
City on 12th November 2016.
Here are the results they observed on the visit. They are quite remarkable.

How the Cabbage Crop Benefited
The grower used two methods for his plants.
They were :
1.

by root-soaking with BSN Superstrike
and Ultra Foliar Fruits & Veggies
Plus at seedling stage

2.

by root-irrigation (or fertigation) with
Ultra Foliar Fruits & Veggies Plus at
later growth stage
Qui Mengbin, RLF Director of R+D (right) with local distributor,
Huang Chenghu during inspection of the cabbage crop
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The results of both the Control and the Treated crops were described as follows :

Untreated





Susceptible to Black Spot disease
Later ripening
Later to market

Treated with RLF





Thick, large and dark healthy leaves
Less disease detected
Better cores
Earlier to market

UNTREATED

TREATED

UNTREATED

TREATED
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The Products Used
BSN Superstrike is a Seed Priming fertiliser that enables the seed to imbibe (or
absorb) a multi-nutrient formulation to support its early development.
BSN Superstrike is a High-analysis Broad-Spectrum Solution that gives the optimum
levels of seed nutrient required by the seed in a single application. It is easy to apply,
and is fast becoming the new world standard for modern farming practice, where
fertilising the seed is every bit as important as fertilising the plant.

Ultra Foliar Fruits & Veggies Plus is a High-analysis Broad-spectrum product that
applies specialised nutrient delivery technology to deliver nutrients through the leaf. It is
highly concentrated and contains the optimum amount of 12 nutrients with a
single application.
Because of this Ultra Foliar Fruits & Veggies Plus gives the plant the ability to guard
against soil nutrient variability and deficiency, and ensures greater plant protection,
increased growth and improved yield qualities.

Summary
The RLF products used on the cabbage crop delivered excellent results. The grower was particularly pleased, and the images in
the photos clearly show the difference.
RLF's commitment and aims are to make China’s food healthier, and China's agricultural growers more prosperous because of the
better quality and yield produced from their farming enterprises and endeavours.

The content of this media page was accurate and current at the time that it was written. This media release is provided for interested customers and other parties, and will
remain a matter of RLF's historical record. Viewed in this context RLF therefore undertakes no obligation to update either material or content.
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